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About This Content

Europa Universalis IV: El Dorado Content PackEuropa Universalis IV: El Dorado Content Pack includes two new unit
packs and a music pack to add to the El Dorado expansion.

South American Unit PackThis unit pack adds twelve new unit models for South American and Andean natives, including
Inca, Mapuche and Tupinamba.

Mesoamerican Unit PackThis unit pack adds twelve new unit models for Mesoamerican natives, including Aztec, Maya and
Mixtec.

Songs of ExplorationThis music pack adds five new songs, inspired by the Age of Exploration. These new songs will play
during peacetime as colonies are established in the newly discovered lands.
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Title: Content Pack - Europa Universalis IV: El Dorado
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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europa universalis iv el dorado content pack

adds unique flavour and style to the mesoamerican nations. Lots of variety in units and models for only $6. Good purchase.. just
wait until its on sale if you have such a problem with puting a little more money into an already amazing game.. The music this
adds is by far the best part of this. The new unit skins are really nice as well. But there's really no point in getting this unless you
plan of playing as the Inca, maya, or aztecs. But if you do plan as playing as one of them you will definitly want this.. paradox is
just milking me for my money. The new Unit Modells look pretty sweet. (even the Jaguar warrior in his pajama\/pyjama.)

The Music is good aswell, but i would recommend to wait for a Sale if you are still in the balance.. ''Settlement'' sounds like
something out of Hearthstone.. They really need to add this to the nation designer otherwise its a waste.. Awh, you didn't add
Potiguara! (My favorite South American Tribe, though which I like to take over Portugal) Rude.. It it appears that Paradox is
deleting my negative review of this game. Criticism is not allowed its seems. As so. I have decided to give the whole game and
DLC a negatieve review
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Waiting to purchase as a gift on sales and then this happens, so i'm making official claims as they didn't have the guts to make
one.

https:\/\/forum.paradoxplaza.com\/forum\/index.php?threads\/price-increase.1022680\/

Not going to purchase anything again from paradox. Didn't work
. makes late game incans and mayans look Imperial as \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the Europeans
in fabulous fashion.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Pararob!. Those Aztec models make the Sunset Invasion scary. A nice Add-on
to the game.. Pajama World Simulator 2016
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